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Presentation Notes
Capoeira MusicCapoeira music is an essential part of the art form. Capoeira is described as a game with music from the earliest written descriptions, which come from European travellers within Brazil starting around 1800*.  In the development of Capoeira there have also been, very few practioners** who wanted to develop Capoeira movement as a sport without music, but they are vastly outweighed by generations of Capoeiristas who integrated music and movement to create this art form as we now experience it. It is in this form that Capoeira has grown & developed within Brazil and spread round the world.*(Debret voyage et pittoresque et historique au Bresil 1834 with Rugendas pictures of Capoeira).**the most famous being Annibal Burlamaqui who published a pamphlet on his vision of Capoeira without music (Ginastica Nacional [Capoeiragem] metodizada e regrada) in 1928,



Berimbau

The Berimbau (the 
musical bow)  is the 
main instrument of 
Capoeira. 

In this picture all the 
separate parts that 
make up the whole 
instrument are labelled.
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The main instruments are Berimbau (the musical bow) pandeiro (tambourine with a skin)  agogo (cow bell) atabaque (tall wooden framed drum). These are common to all styles of Capoeira, although their number and the rhythms they play may vary between styles & masters.



Pandeiro Agogô &Atabaque
These instruments are common to all styles of Capoeira
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The main instruments are Berimbau (the musical bow) pandeiro (tambourine with a skin)  agogo (cow bell) atabaque (tall wooden framed drum). These are common to all styles of Capoeira, although their number and the rhythms they play may vary between styles & masters.



Reco‐reco & Xequere
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Other  minor percussion instruments are sometimes included, most often the reco-reco (bamboo scraper) and the xequere (gourd wrapped in a net of beads / shells).  These Percussion instruments together are referred to as the Bateria. The term bateria is also used in Samba and other Brazilan music.



Instruments and their origins
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BerimbauThe Berimabu is has been main instrument of Capoeira since around the late 1800's but exactly when, why, or who was the first Capoerista to place the berimbau at the heart of the roda is unknown. Prior to this the atabaque (drum), had been the central instrument in Capoeira, as it is in Candomble. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 1834 with Rugendas picture of Capoeira, which is often shown in Capoeira circles, shows Capoeira being played to a drum, with a crowd watching.



Home of the Berimbau

Map showing the areas in Africa where 
the  musical bow  (Berimbau) is played
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The berimbau is the Brazilian name for an African musical bow which is among the oldest musical instruments in the world.  The map shows the areas in Africa where musical bows, like the Brazilian Berimbau are foundThe oldest known people to have used a type of berimbau are the Khoisan who lived in South West Africa, and who have origins traceable for at least 7000 years.  Their territory (shown on the map) covers areas of Angola and Congo and some settlement close to Rwanda which are the main areas associated with the kind of berimbau, which travelled to the Americas.Academics who study music have classed the Brazilian berimbau 'neo-African'  which means it is virtually the same as the berimbau as played in Africa. Research conducted in the 1960's & 1970's shows that Angolan and Brazilian berimbau players understand each other’s rhythms and instruments easily. 
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The berimbau came to Brazil, and other parts of the Americas with the African people in the time of the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade. In Brazil it was used as a solo musical instrument and as a way for street-sellers to call attention to their stalls and generate sales.  The  picture showing  this were painted by an English army officer  officer (Henry Chamberlain) on  visit to Rio in 1819. His water colours are now in the Museum of Sao Paolo.  



Caxixi

The caxixi was joined with the Berimbau in Brazil.
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It is only in Brazil that the Berimbau was joined with another African instrument the Caxixi (the hand held wicker shaker). The Caxixi also orignates in Africa, but like the Agogo its origins are in the Yoruba culture which also is West African, but located much further north in the area around Nigeria, Benin & Ghana. In Brazil these two instruments were joined to create the berimbau sound that we now use in Capoeira. 



Atabaque

Is a tall wooden drum typically made 
from jacaranda wood with a leather 
head. The ropes attached to the head 
of the drum and allows the tension, 
and therefore the pitch of the note to 
be changed.

When skin is tighter, the drum has a 
higher brighter pitch, and it is lower 
and duller when the ropes are looser. 
There is a lower metal ring held in 
place by wooden wedges which work 
together to maintain the tension in the 
drum. The atabaque also needs a 
stand.
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Is a tall wooden drum typically made from jacaranda wood with a leather head. The ropes attached to the head of the drum and allows the tension, and therefore the pitch of the note to be changed. When skin is tighter, the drum has a higher brighter pitch, and it is lower and duller when the ropes are looser. There is a lower metal ring held in place by wooden wedges which work together to maintain the tension in the drum. The atabaque also needs a stand.The atabaque is also used in Maculele (stick fighting) and in Candomble (Afro-Brazilian religion). The use of the three sizes of atabaque in Candomble echoes the three sizes of berimbau cabaca in Capoeira. Although within Capoeira it is the smaller berimbau (viola) which plays the most complicated rythms whereas in a Candomble circle this role is taken by the largest atabaque (Rum).



Pandeiro

The tension of the head on the 
pandeiro unlike the more basic 
tambourine, can be tuned, allowing 
the player a choice of high and low 
notes. Also, the metal jingles 
(platinelas) are cupped, creating a 
crisper, and (crucially) less sustained 
sounds which allows for greater clarity 
for fast complicated
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Presentation Notes
The tension of the head on the pandeiro unlike the more basic tambourine, can be tuned, allowing the player a choice of high and low notes. Also, the metal jingles (platinelas) are cupped, creating a crisper, and (crucially) less sustained sounds which allows for greater clarity for fast complicated rhythms



Pandeiro Origins

The pandeiro originates in North Africa 
and Arabia and was taken to Portugal 
and Northern Spain when those areas 
were conquered by the Moors in the 
middle ages. From there it was taken 
to Brazil by the Portuguese and in 
Brazil it was adopted by the African 
people
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The pandeiro originates in North Africa and Arabia and was taken to Portugal and Northern Spain when those areas were conquered by the Moors in the middle ages. From there it was taken to Brazil by the Portuguese and in Brazil it was adopted by the African people and used in many different African Brazilian music forms, most famously Samba. In parts of Spain (Galicia) and Portugal a small frame drum with (or without) jingles which can be called pandeiro or pandeira are still played in folk music. In Morocco a similar instrument is called "bendir" it is thought that the word originates from a Persian-Arabic name “bendayer” (a kind of frame drum). The word 'adufe' was used to describe these instruments in Spain and Portugal, but it seems that this may have been in mch earlier times.



Agogô

The African agogô bell is made of 
metal with each bell a different size. 
This allows a differently pitched note 
to be produced depending on which 
bell has been hit.
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The African agogô bell is made of metal with each bell a different size. This allows a differently pitched note to be produced depending on which bell has been hit. The most common arrangement is two bells attached by a U shaped piece of metal. The smaller bell is held uppermost.  Originally they were made from iron. In early times iron agogôs were considered symbols of status and power and so were sometimes carried by tribal leaders and shamen as a demonstration of their importance. They are now made in a variety of metals and sizes for different sound qualities. 



A Long Journey to get to you!

• Pandeiro miles

Miles Morocco Casablanca ‐ Lisbon Portugal ‐
Rio de Janeiro Brazil – London UK = 11,032

• Berimbau miles

Luanda, Angola – Salvador Brazil – Sao Paolo 
Brazil – London UK = 10,317

(www.timeanddate.com)



Instruments in the Roda
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Presentation Notes
In a typical Capoeira Bateria there will be three berimbaus each with a different size of Cabaca (gourd) smallest (viola) middle (medio) Largest (Gunga). They can play different rhythms, and add their own improvised variations. Sometimes all three  play the same rhythm depending on the nature of the specific games / roda that is under way. The person with the lead berimbau would let the other musicians know if and when they should change rythmn. The atabaque drum plays a simple rhythm which provides the base beat for the other instruments. It is like a heart beat. The pandeiro's and agogo play rythms that compliment the berimbau and atabaque, They can all add some small improvised variations to the basic set rhythms, but the supporting musicians take care not to play their naturally louder instruments at a volumen which covers the sound of the berimbau. They follow not only the speed set by the main berimbau player and the mood created by the choice of song. The person with the main berimbau will normally be the person that leads the singng for most of the roda, although other musicians also sing.



Order of the Instruments at the start 
of the roda:

• Gunga (largest) berimbau playing rythm 'Angola'
• Medio (medium) berimbau playing rhythm Sao Bento Pequeno
• Viola (smallest)  berimbau playing rhythm Sao Bento Pequeno
• #1 Pandeiro (left side of berimbau) playing simple 3 beat rhythm
• #2 Pandeiro (right side of berimbau) playing 4 beat rhythm
• Agogo
• reco‐reco (and other minor instruments if used)
• Ladainha – solo song by master of the roda
• Saudacoes – salutations – sung by Master and chorus
• Atabaque drum joins in.
• The song changes and the Master gives the signal to the players to 

start.



Capoeira Songs
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How songs are used in a Capoeira RodaLadainhaA roda will open with a solo song*  . The songs that come after this solo are sturctured as 'call and response' between a lead musician, mainly the person with the lead Berimbau, and the rest of the musicians and players who form the chorus that  make the response.  SaudacoesAfter the Ladainha comes the saudacoes, the 'saulting' where the capoeiristas name and bless the things that are special and important to them to create the best possible atmosphere and feeling for the games that are to come.  Salutaions are normally traditional, but if the occasion called for it, the leading singer could improvise some specific relevant salutations, if they chose. The most traditional salutations start with your God and your Capoeira Master, who taught you Capoeira. Salutations can also also name the qualities of Capoeira that you would like to see in the games that are to come – like trickiness, skill or good energy, they can name places and people that are releant to a specific event, they can name elements, like water or iron that are special & relevant to Capoeira. There are also ways a singer can warn or praise players  for example - keep an eye on this one  -  or this one is good and knows how to play ChulaThe songs that come after the Ladainha &  saudacoes can be grouped under the generic name Chula, although some Capoeiristas also differentiate this group into  chula, quadra and corridro.  Chula maintain the chorus and response style, but the melodies and structures have much greater variety than within ladainha and saudacoes which are more traditional*	called Ladainha (litany) or 'Canta de Entrada'



Capoeira Songs
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How music and movement fit togetherA roda has a beginning a middle and and end, and the end is at a much faster pace than the beginning, this is very a natural structure and common to all styles, although exact speeds will vary and there is no agreed or fixed tempo for any part of a roda.  The lead musician sets the speed and mood for the games, with their music. Musicians also 'comment' on the games, either vocally or by a song that might relate to the events within a game, or by improvising a specific rhythm in response to a beautiful movement, a trip or a near miss.  Players play not only to the speed, but also, crucially to the mood & of the music and the songs. A player who does not reflect the music in their game shows less experience and skill than one who who does. The  music changes the people who make up the roda from spectators to active participants. Everyone's energy and participation is needed to increase the energy and atmosphere in the roda. However skilled the main musicians are, they can't create everything by themselves. A roda which enjoys full participation from chorus and musicians, will be to roda in which the energy is best, everyone has the most fun, and the players play the best games they are able to.



What are the songs about?
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What are Capoeira songs about?It is very common for songs to use images to describe the Capoeira game – for example,  a woman making food who can't stay still, running  between the boiling water and the burning beans to try and keep things under control,  or the song that tells simply – when the dove (?) flew the hawk got him.  An experience anyone who has ever had a go at playing in a roda knows all about. Other songs talk about the times of slavery and the passive and active resistance of the African people to this condition. Some Songs can talk about laws and wars, about politicians & gang allegiances relevant at different times in history.  Very recent songs comment on women in Capoeira and the problems of having your music copied and distributed illegally.  Capoeira songs, as you would expect are about Capoeira and the lives, and concerns of the people who play Capoeira, and new songs are being written all the time adding new stories about the development of the game and its players. 
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